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The arrival of Putnam's text on the diagnosis and treatment of multiple personaliry disorder is not onl}' a boon for
any clinician in\'oh·ed in the treaunent of patients with
dissociative disorders; it also marks a moment of historical
imporlance for the growth of our field as a whole. The long
and complex history of the diagnosis and treatment of
patients with multiple personality disorder has been most
characteristically the tale ofsolitary travelers who havc come
upon the disordcr unexpectcdly and struggled to synthcsize
and organize what they were seeing in as coherent a fashion
as their vision and the prevailingsciendfic models of the day
aIlO\\·ed. There has been a remarkable consistency in their
clinical descriptions over time. Until recelllly, ho.....ever, the
literature on the dissociative disorders \\'as predominantly
confined to description and case repon. Putnam's text
marks a shift in focus, a developmental step in the study of
dissociation, as it adds to the descriptive, phenomonological, diagnostic Ii terature an organized consideration oftreatment.
The Diagnosis and Trmtmml oJMllltipl, Personality Disordu
is a comprehensive and lucid text which approaches work
with dissociative disorder patients from a c1inician's point of
view. Each section in the book synthesizes and reviews the
available information on a selected clinical topic. After a
brief historical review, Dr. PUUlam discusscsdiagnostic crileria; etiology, epidemiology and phenomonology; diagnosis;
the alter personalities; beginning treatment; issues in psychotherapy; ps)'chotherapeutic techniques; hypnosis; and
adjuncti\"e therapies. Each section inter"..ea\"es the most
current scientific information with the less rigorousl}' tested
but clinically im'aluable teachings and techniques of the
leading authorities in the field. When scientificaLl}' tested
therapeutics lea'·e off, Putnam calls on clinical lore. In an
impartial "'ay, he presents an aITa)' of approaches wilh the
clear statement mal no one approach w'ill work with e'<ery
patient or at all times with a gi\"en patient.
For example, in the two largesl seclions of the book,
HHeginning Treatment~ and "lssues of Psychotherapy," an
Q\·erall "ideal~ thernpeutic course for patients wilh multiple
personality disorder is defined. Eight slages oftreatment arc
described, including making the diagnosis, initial interventions, initial stabilizations, acceptance of the diagnosis,
development of communication and cooperation, metabolism of trauma, resolution and integration, and post resolution coping skills. Within this framework, Putnam provides
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many technical suggestions useful in keeping the work
to\\-<lrds these longer therapeuticgoals on course. One ofthe
best examples of this is a common sense approach 10 beha'<ioral contracts \\ilh patients aimed at protecting the patient
and the treatment frame as well as con\"e}ing a sense of
predictability and of cause and efTecL
In asection devoted to "Issues in Psychotherapy," Putnam
shifts his focus 10 those particular themes which regularly
pia)' a central role in the treatment of traumatized patients.
Included in this chapler are one lengthy discussions of
boundalY management, control, secreC)', recapitulation of
abuse, and shame, just to name a few. He also devotes
attention to important transference and countertransference concerns, including some of the implications for treatment which arise from the capaciry of separate alters to
develop characteristic transferences to the therapist and
therapists' tendency to develop distinct countertransferences to each alter.
Putnam's book is the first major work in our field to lead
us beyond an oral tradition in the area oftherapeutics. While
man)' have found colleagues, stud), groups, or consultants to
prO\ide insiglll and suppan for this arduous and at times
di7.zying work, PUlnam as the consummate consultant has
written a text which organizes this bod)'ofinfonnal infonnation. An expert guide, he hclps identifY likely problems,
points outlreachcrous terrain, and offcrs advice 011 how to
get out of trouble spots. No view is neglected or ovcl'1ooked.
What is refreshing abom this particular text is that PUUlam
shows a genuinc respect and humility for the tcrrdin he has
chosen to tra,·e1. The sights are described simply and clearl)'.
This is not a tour of the unusual or exotic; PUlnam demystifies and simplifies the complex signs and symptoms of the
dissociative disorders.
Yet there are remarkabl}' few absolmes in this book
beyond the pen'aSi,·e message 10 respect the patient and her
or his illness and cultivate a t.herapeutic relationship which
will aUow the indhidual to teach the clinician about their
experience. Or. Putnam pro,~des liS \\~th a broad ,iew from
the leading authorities in the field of dissociation and lhen
directs us back to tlle patients to learn about their experiences and to rediscover how to prO\~de the best trealment.
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